Stylistic variation in text needs to be studied with different aspects including the writer's personal traits, interpersonal relations, rhetoric, and more. Despite recent attempts on computational modeling of the variation, the lack of parallel corpora of style language makes it difficult to systematically control the stylistic change as well as evaluate such models. We release PASTEL, the parallel and annotated stylistic language dataset, that contains ≈ 41K parallel sentences (8.3K parallel stories) annotated across different personas. Each persona has different styles in conjunction: gender, age, country, political view, education, ethnic, and time-of-writing. The dataset is collected from human annotators with solid control of input denotation: not only preserving original meaning between text, but promoting stylistic diversity to annotators. We test the dataset on two interesting applications of style language, where PASTEL helps design appropriate experiment and evaluation. First, in predicting a target style (e.g., male or female in gender) given a text, multiple styles of PASTEL make other external style variables controlled (or fixed), which is a more accurate experimental design. Second, a simple supervised model with our parallel text outperforms the unsupervised models using nonparallel text in style transfer. Our dataset is publicly available 1 .
1 Introduction Hovy (1987) claims that appropriately varying the style of text often conveys more information than is contained in the literal meaning of the words. He defines the roles of styles in text variation by pragmatics aspects (e.g., relationship between them) and rhetorical goals (e.g., formality), and provides example texts of how they are tightly 1 https://github.com/dykang/PASTEL coupled in practice. Similarly, Biber (1991) categorizes components of conversational situation by participants' characteristics such as their roles, personal characteristics, and group characteristics (e.g., social class). Despite the broad definition of style, this work mainly focuses on one specific aspect of style, pragmatics aspects in group characteristics of speakers, which is also called persona. Particularly, we look at multiple types of group characteristics in conjunction, such as gender, age, education level, and more.
Stylistic variation in text primarily manifest themselves at the different levels of textual features: lexical features (e.g., word choice), syntactic features (e.g., preference for the passive voice) and even pragmatics, while preserving the original meaning of given text (DiMarco and Hirst, 1990 ). Connecting such textual features to someone's persona is an important study to understand stylistic variation of language. For example, do highly educated people write longer sentences (Bloomfield, 1927) ? Are Hispanic and East Asian people more likely to drop pronouns (White, 1985) ? Are elder people likely to use lesser anaphora (Ulatowska et al., 1986) ?
To computationally model a meaning-preserved variance of text across styles, many recent works have developed systems that transfer styles (Reddy and Knight, 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Prabhumoye et al., 2018) or profiles authorships from text (Verhoeven and Daelemans, 2014; Koppel et al., 2009; Stamatatos et al., 2018) without parallel corpus of stylistic text. However, the absence of such a parallel dataset makes it difficult both to systematically learn the textual variation of multiple styles as well as properly evaluate the models.
In this paper, we propose a large scale, humanannotated, parallel stylistic dataset called PAS-TEL, with focus on multiple types of personas in conjunction. Ideally, annotations for a parallel style dataset should preserve the original meaning (i.e., denotation) between reference text and stylistically transformed text, while promoting diversity for annotators to allow their own styles of persona (i.e., connotation). However, if annotators are asked to write their own text given a reference sentence, they may simply produce arbitrarily paraphrased output which does not exhibit a stylistic diversity. To find such a proper input setting for data collection, we conduct a denotation experiment in §3. PASTEL is then collected by crowd workers based on the most effective input setting that balances both meaning preservation and diversity metrics ( §4).
PASTEL includes stylistic variation of text at two levels of parallelism: ≈8.3K annotated, parallel stories and ≈41K annotated, parallel sentences, where each story has five sentences and has 2.63 annotators on average. Each sentence or story has the seven types of persona styles in conjunction: gender, age, ethnics, countries to live, education level, political view, and time of the day.
In §5, we introduce two interesting applications of style language using PASTEL: controlled style classification and supervised style transfer. The former application predicts a category (e.g., male or female) of target style (i.e., gender) given a text. Multiplicity of persona styles in PASTEL makes other style variables controlled (or fixed) except the target, which is a more accurate experimental design. In the latter, contrast to the unsupervised style transfer using non-parallel corpus, simple supervised models with our parallel text in PASTEL achieve better performance, being evaluated with the parallel, annotated text.
We hope PASTEL sheds light on the study of stylistic language variation in developing a solid model as well as evaluating the system properly.
Related Work
Transferring styles between text has been studied with and without parallel corpus:
Style transfer without parallel corpus: Prior works transfer style between text on single type of style aspect such as sentiment (Fu et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017) , gender (Reddy and Knight, 2016) , political orientation (Prabhumoye et al., 2018) , and two conflicting corpora (e.g, paper and news (Han et al., 2017) , or real and synthetic reviews (Lipton et al., 2015) ). They use different types of generative models in the same way as style transfer in images, where meaning preservation is not controlled systematically. Prabhumoye et al. (2018) proposes backtranslation to get a style-agnostic sentence representation. However, they lack parallel ground truth for evaluation and present limited evaluation for meaning preservation.
Style transfer with parallel corpus: Few recent works use parallel text for style transfer between modern and Shakespearean text (Jhamtani et al., 2017) , sarcastic and literal tweets (Peled and Reichart, 2017) , and formal and informal text (Heylighen and Dewaele, 1999; Rao and Tetreault, 2018) . Compared to these, we aim to understand and demonstrate style variation owing to multiple demographic attributes.
Besides the style transfer, other applications using stylistic features have been studied such as poetry generation (Ghazvininejad et al., 2017) , stylometry with demographic information (Verhoeven and Daelemans, 2014) , modeling style bias (Vogel and Jurafsky, 2012) and modeling biographic attributes (Garera and Yarowsky, 2009) . A series of works by (Koppel et al., 2011 (Koppel et al., , 2009 Argamon et al., 2009; Koppel and Winter, 2014) and their shared tasks (Stamatatos et al., 2018) show huge progress on author profiling and attribute classification tasks. However, none of the prior works have collected a stylistic language dataset to have multiple styles in conjunction, parallely annotated by a human. The multiple styles in conjunction in PASTEL enable an appropriate experiment setting for controlled style classification task in Section 5.1.
Denotation Experiment
We first provide a preliminary study to find the best input setting (or denotation) for data collection to balance between two trade-off metrics: meaning preservation and style diversity. Table 1 shows output texts produced by annotators given different input denotation settings. The basic task is to provide an input denotation (e.g., a sentence only, a sequence of images) and then ask them to reproduce text maintaining the meaning of the input but with their own persona.
Preliminary Study
For instance, if we provide a single reference sentence, annotators mostly repeat the input text with a little changes of the lexical terms. This The old wooden door in the stonewall looks like a portal to a fairy tale.
story(imgs.+keyw words)
Equally so, he is intrigued by the heavy wooden door in the courtyard.
Reference sentence: the old wooden door was only one way into the courtyard. 
Story (images+keywords)
Figure 1: Denotation experiment finds the best input setting for data collection, that preserves meaning but diversifies styles among annotators with different personas.
setup mostly preserves the meaning by simply paraphrasing the sentence, but annotators' personal style does not reflect the variation. With a single image, on the other hand, the outputs produced by annotators tend to be diverse. However, the image can be explained with a variety of contents, so the output meaning can drift away from the reference sentence. If a series of consistent images (i.e., a story) is given, we expect a stylistic diversity can be more narrowed down, by grounding it to a specific event or a story. In addition to that, some keywords added to each image of a story help deliver more concrete meaning of content as well as the style diversity.
Experimental Setup
In order to find the best input setting that preserves meaning as well as promotes a stylistic diversity, we conduct a denotation experiment as described in Figure 1 . The experiment is a subset of our original dataset, which have only 100 samples of annotations.
A basic idea behind this setup is to provide (1) a perceptually common denotation via sentences or images so people share the same context (i.e., denotation) given, (2) a series of them as a "story" to limit them into a specific event context, and (3) two modalities (i.e., text and image) for better disambiguation of the context by grounding them to each other.
We test five different input settings 2 : Single reference sentence, Story (images), Story (images) + global keywords, Story (images + local keywords), 2 Other settings like Single reference image are tested as well, but they didn't preserve the meaning well.
and Story (images + local keywords + ref. sentence).
For the keyword selection, we use RAKE algorithm (Rose et al., 2010) to extract keywords and rank them for each sentence by the output score. Top five uni/bigram keywords are chosen at each story, which are called global keywords.
On the other hand, another top three uni/bigram keywords are chosen at each image/sentence in a story, which are called local keywords. Local keywords for each image/sentence help annotators not deviate too much. For example, local keywords look like (restaurant, hearing, friends) → (pictures, menu, difficult) → (salad, corn, chose) for three sentences/images, while global keywords look like (wait, salad, restaurant) for a story of the three sentences/images.
We use Visual Story Telling (ViST) (Huang et al., 2016) dataset as our input source. The dataset contains stories, and each story has five pairs of images and sentences. We filter out stories that are not temporally ordered using the timestamps of images. The final number of stories after filtering the non-temporally-ordered stories is 28,130. For the denotation experiment, we only use randomly chosen 100 stories. The detailed pre-processing steps are described in Appendix.
Measuring Meaning Preservation & Style Diversity across Different Denotations
For each denotation setting, we conduct a quantitative experiment to measure the two metrics: meaning preservation and style diversity. The two metrics pose a trade-off to each other. The best input setting then is one that can capture both in appropriate amounts. For example, we want meaning of the input preserved, while lexical or syn- Table 2 : Denotation experiment to find the best input setting (i.e., meaning preserved but stylistically diverse). story-level measures the metrics for five sentences as a story, and sentence-level per individual sentence. Note that single reference sentence setting only has sentence level. For every metrics in both meaning preservation and style diversity, the higher the better. The bold number is the highest, and the underlined is the second highest. tactic features (e.g., POS tags) can vary depending on annotator's persona. We use the following automatic measures for the two metrics: Style Diversity measures how much produced sentences (or stories) differ amongst themselves. Higher the diversity, better the stylistic variation in language it contains. We use an entropy measure to capture the variance of n-gram features between annotated sentences: Entropy (Gaussian-Mixture) that combines the N-Gram entropies (Shannon, 1951) 
using Gaussian mixture model (N=3).
Meaning Preservation measures semantic similarity of the produced sentence (or story) with the reference sentence (or story). Higher the similarity, better the meaning preserved. We use a hardmeasure, METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) , that calculates F-score of word overlaps between the output and reference sentences 3 . Since the hard measures do not take into account all semantic similarities 4 , we also use a soft measure, Vec-torExtrema (VecExt) (Liu et al., 2016) . It computes cosine similarity of averaged word embeddings (i.e., GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) ) between the output and reference sentences. Table 2 shows results of the two metrics across different input settings we define. For the sentence level, as expected, single reference sentence has the highest meaning preservation across all the metrics because it is basically paraphrasing the reference sentence. In general, Story (images + local keywords) shows a great performance with the highest diversity regardless of the levels, as well as the highest preservation at the soft measure on the story-level. Thus, we use Story(images+local keywords) as the input setting for our final data collection, which has the most balanced performance on both metrics. Figure 2 shows an example of our input setting for crowd workers.
PASTEL: A Parallelly Annotated Dataset for Stylistic Language Dataset
We describe how we collect the dataset with human annotations and provide some analysis on it.
Annotation Schemes
Our crowd workers are recruited from the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform. Our annotation scheme consists of two steps: (1) ask annotator's demographic information (e.g., gender, age) and (2) given an input denotation like Figure  2 , ask them to produce text about the denotation with their own style of persona (i.e., connotation).
In the first step, we use seven different types of persona styles; gender, age, ethnic, country, education level, and political orientation, and one additional context style time-of-day (tod). For each type of persona, we provide several categories for annotators to choose. For example, political orientation has three categories: Centrist, Left Wing, and Right Wing. Categories in other styles are described in the next sub-section.
In the second step, we ask annotators to produce text that describes the given input of denotation. We again use the pre-processed ViST (Huang et al., 2016) data in §3 for our input denotations. To reflect annotators' persona, we explicitly ask annotators to reflect their own persona in the stylistic writing, instead of pretending others' persona. We attach detailed annotation schemes at Figure 5 in Appendix.
To amortize both costs and annotators' effort at answering questions, each HIT requires the participants to annotate three stories after answering demographic questions. One annotator was paid $0.11 per HIT. For English proficiency, the annotators were restricted to be from USA or UK. A total 501 unique annotators participated in the study. The average number of HIT per annotator was 9.97. Once we complete our annotations, we filter out noisy responses such as stories with missing images and overtly short sentences (i.e., minimum sentence length is 5). The dataset is then randomly split into train, valid, and test set by 0.8, 0.1, and 0.1 ratios, respectively. Table 3 shows the final number of stories and sentences in our dataset. Figure 3 shows demographic distributions of the annotators. Education-level of annotators is well-balanced, while gender and political view are somewhat biased (e.g., 68% of annotators are Female, only 18.6% represent themselves as rightwing). Table 8 in Appendix includes the categories in other styles and their distributions. Table 4 shows few examples randomly chosen from our dataset: two at sentence level (top, middle) and one at story level (bottom). Due to paucity of space, we only show a few types of persona styles. For example, we observe that Education level (e.g., NoDegree vs. Graduate) actually reflects a certain degree of formality in their writing at both sentence and story levels. In §5.1, we conduct an in-depth analysis of textual variation with respect to the persona styles in PASTEL.
Number of Sentences Number of Stories

Analysis and Examples
Applications with PASTEL
PASTEL can be used in many style related applications including style classification, stylometry (Verhoeven and Daelemans, 2014) , style transfer (Fu et al., 2018) , visually-grounded style transfer, and more. Particularly, we chose two applications, where PASTEL helps design appropriate experiment and evaluation: controlled style classification ( §5.1) and supervised style transfer ( §5.2).
Reference Sentence: went to an art museum with a group of friends. edu:HighSchoolOrNoDiploma My friends and I went to a art museum yesterday .
edu:Bachelor
I went to the museum with a bunch of friends.
Reference Sentence: the living room of our new home is nice and bright with natural light.
edu:NoDegree, gender:Male
The natural lightning made the apartment look quite nice for the upcoming tour .
edu:Graduate, gender:Female
The house tour began in the living room which had a sufficient amount of natural lighting.
Reference Story: Went to an art museum with a group of friends . We were looking for some artwork to purchase, as sometimes artist allow the sales of their items . There were pictures of all sorts , but in front of them were sculptures or arrangements of some sort . Some were far out there or just far fetched . then there were others that were more down to earth and stylish. this set was by far my favorite.very beautiful to me .
edu:HighSchool, ethnic:Caucasian, gender:Female
My friends and I went to a art museum yesterday . There were lots of puchases and sales of items going on all day . I loved the way the glass sort of brightened the art so much that I got all sorts of excited . After a few we fetched some grub . My favorite set was all the art that was made out of stylish trash .
edu:Bachelor, ethnic:Caucasian, gender:Female I went to the museum with a bunch of friends . There was some cool art for sale . We spent a lot of time looking at the sculptures . This was one of my favorite pieces that I saw . We looked at some very stylish pieces of artwork . 
Controlled Style Classification
A common mistake in style classification datasets is not controlling external style variables when predicting the category of the target style. For example, when predicting a gender type given a text P (gender=M ale|text), the training data is only labeled by the target style gender. However, the text is actually produced by a person with not only gender=M ale but also other persona styles such as age=55-74 or education=HighSchool. Without controlling the other external styles, the classifier is easily biased against the training data. We define a task called controlled style classification where all other style variables are fixed 5 , except one to classify. Here we evaluate (1) which style variables are relatively difficult or easy to predict from the text given, and (2) what types of textual features are salient for each type of style 5 The distribution of number of training instances per variable is given in Appendix classification.
Features. Stylistic language has a variety of features at different levels such as lexical choices, syntactic structure and more. Thus, we use following features:
• lexical features: ngram's frequency (n=3), number of named entities, number of stop-words • syntax features: sentence length, number of each Part-of-Speech (POS) tag, number of outof-vocabulary, number of named entities • deep features: pre-trained sentence encoder using BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) • semantic feature: sentiment score where named entities, POS tags, and sentiment scores are obtained using the off-the-shelf tools such as Spacy 6 library. We use 70K n-gram lexical features, 300 dimensional embeddings, and 14 hand-written features.
Models. We train a binary classifier for each personal style with different models: logistic regression, SVM with linear/RBF kernels, Random Forest, Nearest Neighbors, Multi-layer Perceptron, AdaBoost, and Naive Bayes. For each style, we choose the best classifiers on the validation. Their F-scores are reported in Figure 4 . We use sklearn's implementation of all models (Pedregosa et al., 2011) . 7 We consider various regularization parameters for SVM and logistic regression (e.g., c= [0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0] .
We use neural network based baseline models: deep averaging networks (DAN, Iyyer et al., 2015) of GloVe word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) 8 . We also compare with the non-controlled model (Combined) which uses a combined set of samples across all other variables except for one to classify using the same features we used.
Setup. We tune hyperparameters using 5-fold cross validation. If a style has more than two categories, we choose the most conflicting two: gender:{Male, Female}, age: {18-24, 35-44}, education: {Bachelor, No Degree}, and politics: {LeftWing, RightWing}. To classify one style, all possible combinations of other styles (2 * 2 * 2=8) are separately trained by different models. We use the macro-averaged F-scores among the separately trained models on the same test set for every models.
Results. Figure 4 shows F-scores (a) among different styles and (b) between sentences and stories. In most cases, multilayer perceptron (MLP) outperforms the majority classifier and other models by large margins. Compared to the neural baselines and the combined classifier, our models show better performance. In comparison between controlled and combined settings, controlled setting achieves higher improvements, indicating that fixing external variables helps control irrelevant features that come from other variables. Among different styles, gender is easier to predict from the text than ages or education levels. Interestingly, a longer context (i.e., story) is helpful in predicting age or education, whereas not for political view and gender.
In our ablation test among the feature types, 7 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 8 Other architectures such as convolutional neural networks (CNN, Zhang et al., 2015) and recurrent neural networks (LSTM, Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) show comparable performance as DAN. the combination of different features (e.g., lexical, syntax, deep, semantic) is very complementary and effective. Lexical and deep features are two most significant features across all style classifiers, while syntactic features are not. Table 5 shows the most salient features for classification of each style. Since we can't interpret deep features, we only show lexical and syntactic features. The salience of features are ranked by coefficients of a logistic regression classifier. Interestingly, female annotators likely write more nouns and lexicons like 'happy', while male annotators likely use pronouns, adjectives, and named entities. Annotators on left wing prefer to use 'female', nouns and adposition, while annotators on right wing prefer shorter sentences and negative verbs like 'n't'. Not many syntactic features are observed from annotators without degrees compared to with bachelor degree.
Supervised Style Transfer
The style transfer is defined as (S, α) →Ŝ: We attempt to alter a given source sentence S to a given target style α. The model generates a candidate target sentenceŜ which preserves the meaning of S but is more faithful to the target style α so being similar to the target annotated sentenceS α . We evaluate the model by comparing the predicted sentenceŜ and target annotated sentenceS α . The sources are from the original reference sentences, while the targets are from our annotations.
Models. We compare five different models:
• ASITIS: copies over the source sentence to the target, without any alterations.
• WORDDISTRETRIEVE: retrieves a training source-target pair that has the same target style as the test pair and is closest to the test source in terms of word edit distance (Navarro, 2001) . It then returns the target of that pair.
• EMBDISTRETRIEVE: Similar to WORDDIS-TRETRIEVE, except that a continuous bag-ofwords (CBOW) is used to retrieve closest source sentence instead of edit distance.
• UNSUPERVISED: use unsupervised style transfer models using Variational Autoencoder (Shen et al., 2017) and using additional objectives such as cross-domain and adversarial losses (Lample et al., 2017) 9 . Since unsupervised models can't train multiple styles at the same time, we train separate models for each style and macro-average their scores at the end. In order not to use the parallel text in PASTEL, we shuffle the training text of each style.
uses a simple attentional sequence-to-sequence (S2S) model (Bahdanau et al., 2014) extracting the parallel text from PASTEL. The model jointly trains different styles in conjunction by concatenating them to the source sentence at the beginning. We avoid more complex architectural choices for SUPERVISED models like adding a pointer com-Setup. We experiment with both SOFTMAX and SIGMOID non-linearities to normalize attention scores in the sequence-to-sequence attention. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014 ) is used as the optimizer. Word-level cross entropy of the target is used as the loss. The batch size is set to 32. We pick the model with lowest validation loss after 15 training epochs. All models are implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) .
For an evaluation, in addition to the same hard and soft metrics used for measuring the meaning preservation in §3, we also use BLEU 2 (Papineni et al., 2002) for unigrams and bigrams, and ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003) for hard metric and Embedding Averaging (EA) similarity (Liu et al., 2016) Results. Table 6 shows our results on style tranfer. We observe that initializing both en/decoder's word embeddings with GLOVE (Pennington et al., 2014) improves model performance on most metrics. Pretraining (PRETR.) on the formality style transfer data YAFC (Rao and Tetreault, 2018) further helps performance. All supervised S2S approaches outperform both retrieval-based baselines on all measures. This illustrates that the performance scores achieved are not simply a result of memorizing the training set. S2S methods surpass ASITIS on both soft measures and ROUGE. The significant gap that remains on BLEU remains Source (S): I'd never seen so many beautiful flowers. a point of exploration for future work. The significant improvement against the unsupervised methods (Shen et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2017) indicates the usefulness of the parallel text in PAS-TEL. Table 7 shows output textŜ produced by our model given a source text S and a style α. We observe that the output text changes according to the set of styles.
Conclusion and Future Directions
We present PASTEL, a parallelly annotated stylistic language dataset. Our dataset is collected by human annotation using a proper denotation setting that preserves the meaning as well as maximizes the diversity of styles. Multiplicity of persona styles in PASTEL makes other style variables controlled (or fixed) except the target style for classification, which is a more accurate experimental design. Our simple supervised models with our parallel text in PASTEL outperforms the unsupervised style transfer models using nonparallel corpus. We hope PASTEL can be a useful benchmark to both train and evaluate models for style transfer and other related problems in text generation field.
We summarize some directions for future style researches:
• In our ablation study, salient features for style classification are not only syntactic or lexical features but also content words (e.g., love, food). This is a counterexample to the hypothesis implicit in much of recent style research: style needs to be separately modeled from content. We also observe that some texts remain similar across different annotator personas or across outputs from our transfer models, indicating that some content is stylistically invariant. Studying these and other aspects of the content-style relationship in PASTEL could be an interesting direction.
• Does any external variable co-varying with the text qualify to be a style variable/facet? What are the categories of style variables/facets? Do architectures which transfer well across one style variable (e.g gender) generalize to other style variables (e.g age)? We opine that these questions are largely overlooked by current style transfer work. We hope that our consideration of some of these questions in our work, though admittedly rudimentary, will lead to them being addressed extensively in future style transfer work.
A Data Collection: Details
Here we describe additional details that we face during our data collection. There are some technical difficulties we faced during annotations:
• Since it is nontrivial to verify whether the annotator had understood our instructions insufficiently, we filter out very short sentence annotations.
• Some images from VIST were too heavy to load or unavailable. Most annotators mark "No Image", "Image not Loaded" etc for such images.
We filter out such annotations using hand-coded filtering rules.
• Some annotators exploit the large number of HITs available and difficulty of verification to game the study and perform large number of HITs carelessly. We manually block such annotators after a minimum threshold.
• We increase pay from 0.07 to 0.11 based on annotator feedback. Finally, we filter out 4.6% of noisy annotations. Figure 5 shows a part of our annotation schemes for asking annotators to generate sentences given a sequence of stories, keywords, and reference sentences. Table 8 shows distribution of stories for each category of styles.
We also conduct add Meaning Preservation human study to evaluate the quality of annotations. We recruit different annotators from the data col- lection and ask them to rate the two following questions under 5 point scale: (1) Does an annotated sentence S 2 from our dataset preserve the meaning of the original reference sentence S 1 ? and (2) How fluent S 2 is? We sample three annotations each for 1000 sentences and 800 stories from our test dataset. For a scale-calibration, we also annotate Quora (Iyer et al., 2017) by asking annotators to evaluate the Quora pairs as a control. Table 9 summarizes the results. In detail, we see that the story-level annotations keep more meaning presentation, while the sentencelevel ones hold more fluency.
C Controlled Style Classification: Details
For controlled setting, Table 10 shows label distribution for each combination of external variables. We calculate the final f-scores of each style by macro averaging the combinations. If a combination has zero number of instances for one type of class value, we ignore them in the calculation. Table 11 and Table 12 show randomly chosen examples from the validation split of our dataset. It shows reference sentence and some sentences written by our annotators, along with their associated demographic traits. Table 13 has more model outputs in style tranfer.
(a) Annotation scheme for asking persona w.r.t. given denotation with their persona.
(b) Annotation scheme for generating sentences Figure 5 : A part of our annotation schemes for asking annotators to generate sentences given a sequence of stories, keywords, and reference sentences.
